Business Non-Fiction – Corporate Histories and Memoirs

- The Alibaba Way: Unleashing Grass-Roots Entrepreneurship to Build the World’s Most Innovative Internet Company – Lowrey, Ying – BUSINESS 381.142 LOWREY
- American Icon: Alan Mulally and the Fight to Save Ford Motor Company – Hoffman, Bryce G. – BUSINESS 338.7 HOFFMAN
- Bad Blood: Secrets and Lies in a Silicon Valley Startup – Carreyrou, John – BUSINESS 338.768 CARREYROU
- Bezonomics: How Amazon Is Changing Our Lives, and What the World’s Best Companies Are Learning from It – Dumaine, Brian – BUSINESS 381.142 DUMAINE
- Brick by Brick: How Lego Rewrote the Rules of Innovation and Conquered the Global Toy Industry – Robertson, David C. – BUSINESS 338.7 ROBERTSON
- The Caterpillar Way: Lessons in Leadership, Growth, and Shareholder Value – Bouchard, Craig T. and Koch, James V. – BUSINESS 338.7 BOUCHARD
- Cousins Maine Lobster: How One Food Truck Became a Multimillion-Dollar Business – Tselikis, Jim – BUSINESS 647.957 TSELIKIS
- The Everything Store: Jeff Bezos and the Age of Amazon – Stone, Brad – BUSINESS 381.45 STONE
- Facebook: The Inside Story – Levy, Steven – BUSINESS 338.761 LEVY
- Factory Man: How One Furniture Maker Battled Offshoring, Stayed Local—and Helped Save an American Town – Macy, Beth – BUSINESS 338.768 MACY
- Faster, Higher, Farther: The Volkswagen Scandal – Ewing, Jack – BUSINESS 338.762 EWING
- Hit Refresh: The Quest to Rediscover Microsoft’s Soul and Imagine a Better Future for Everyone – Nadella, Satya – BUSINESS 338.761 NADELLA
- How Google Works – Schmidt, Eric – BUSINESS 338.7 SCHMIDT
- How to Turn Down a Billion Dollars: The Snapchat Story – Gallagher, Billy – BUSINESS 384.38 GALLAGHER
- It’s How We Play the Game: Build a Business, Take a Stand, Make a Difference – Stack, Ed – BUSINESS 381.456 STACK
- Joy, Inc.: How We Built a Workplace People Love – Sheridan, Richard – BUSINESS 658.314 SHERIDAN
- Lights Out: Pride, Delusion, and the Fall of General Electric – Gryta, Thomas – BUSINESS 338.7 GRYTA
- No Filter: The Inside Story of Instagram – Frier, Sarah – BUSINESS 338 FRIER
- No Rules Rules: Netflix and the Culture of Reinvention – Hastings, Reed and Meyer, Erin – BUSINESS 384.555 MEYER
- Storied Independent Automakers: Nash, Hudson, and American Motors – Hyde, Charles K. – BUSINESS 338.7 HYDE
- Super Pumped: The Battle for Uber – Isaac, Mike – BUSINESS 338.7 ISAAC
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